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Abstract—Networks have remained a challenge for information visualization designers because of the complex issues of node and link layout coupled with the rich set of tasks that users present. This paper offers a strategy based on two principles: (1) layouts are based on user-defined semantic substrates, which are non-overlapping regions in which node placement is based on node attributes, (2) users interactively adjust sliders to control link visibility to limit clutter and thus ensure comprehensibility of source and destination. Scalability is further facilitated by user control of which nodes are visible. We illustrate our semantic substrates approach as implemented in NVSS 1.0 with legal precedent data for up to 1122 court cases in three regions with 7645 legal citations.

Index Terms— Network visualization, semantic substrate, information visualization, graphical user interfaces.

1 INTRODUCTION

Existing network visualizations often seem impressive because of the colorful display of nodes richly connected with links. These visually engaging images enable users to estimate the network size while revealing important clusters. However, in most examples, the overlapped nodes prevent users from estimating cluster size and the crossed links make it impossible to follow connections, count node in-degree, or carry out other tasks.

Successful visualizations enable users to gain meaningful high-level information from an overview as well as to ascertain the details of each node and link. This paper begins by considering users’ tasks with basic networks containing simple nodes and links, and then builds up to more complex challenges, such as networks with node labels, directed links, node attributes, and link attributes. We use the terminology of networks, nodes and links, but these are often called graphs, vertices, and edges.

Our contribution is a system in which (1) layouts are based on user-defined semantic substrates, which are non-overlapping regions in which node placement is based on node attributes, (2) users interactively control link visibility to limit clutter and thus ensure comprehensibility of source and destination.

User-defined semantic substrates allow automatic node placement by their attributes, so that the location conveys information. For example, if a node, representing a scientific article, is in a region labeled ‘Journals,’ users immediately learn more. If the node is to the left in the region, the node represents an earlier paper, while nodes on the right are later papers.

After studying hundreds of existing network visualizations, we believed that the most successful ones showed small networks with 10-50 nodes and 20-100 links. In these effective examples users can count the number of nodes and links, and follow each link from source to destination. In these examples, links rarely cross and links are drawn to avoid the confusion of tunneling under nodes. When links cross, they do so at close to a 90-degree angle to facilitate visual tracking. Another requirement for effectiveness is that users can determine the degree of every node, that is, the number of links to other nodes. These modest, yet comprehensible, visualizations are the starting point for this discussion, as our goal is to increase the number of nodes and links that are visible while still preserving the comprehensibility that supports effective task completion. Users interactively control the visualizations to display only a small number of nodes and links, possibly from a very large network. Since many networks have millions of nodes and links, users must be able to rapidly select and display the key nodes and links by dynamic query sliders that act as filters.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

There is a huge literature on network visualization [11] and entire conferences devoted to the topic, such as the 13-year old International Symposium on Graph Drawing (http://www.gd2005.org). Zooming [2] and fisheye (or other distortions) approaches have been used to give users some control, but effective layouts are still needed to minimize link crossings and tunneling under nodes. In addition, dynamic query filters may still be needed to reduce node and link density. NicheWorks included helpful interactive features, such as highlighting nodes, links, and hiding them, for analysis purposes of graphs ranging from 10,000 to 4,000,000 nodes. Using a subset of a telephone network call graph, Wills illustrates how an analyst could narrow the search to find patterns suggesting fraud [38].

The literature on network layout has been dominated by force-directed strategies because they produce elegant spreading of nodes and reasonable visibility of links. Nodes are laid out as if there were electrical forces between them, where links determine the attraction between connected nodes. Eades [12] proposed the idea but the most common reference is to the refined Fruchterman-Reingold (FR) algorithm [14], with further refinements by many others [15]. Variations are sometimes called spring-embedding to describe the connections between connected pair of nodes ([23], [24]) or simulated annealing, which alludes to the process of heating and cooling metals ([9], [20]). Multi-scale algorithms ([18], [19]) are scalable versions of force-directed methods that work on a coarse representation of a large network, which refine the layout locally to achieve remarkably rapid layout for large networks (10^6 nodes in a few seconds).

A second common layout strategy, which generates familiar and comprehensible layouts, uses geographical maps, in which the node locations are fixed, as in cities on a world map ([11]).

A third common strategy uses a circular layout for nodes that produces an elegant presentation with crisscrossing lines through the center of the circle ([22], [7]). Multiple concentric circles are sometimes used. A further variation is the radial or egocentric layout, which places an individual at the center of a social network with closeness along radial lines to other nodes indicating strength of relationship.
A different strategy is to use matrix-based representations instead of node-link diagrams ([17], [1]). Such representations avoid some of the problems of node-link diagrams (especially with large graphs), such as node occlusion, edge crossings, and edges tunneling under nodes by having fixed places for nodes and links on the screen. On the other hand, spatial characteristics may become harder to perceive, such as finding nodes on a path and identifying clusters. Network exploration by tabular lists of nodes and links can facilitate many tasks, especially when reading of textual labels and attributes is helpful [28].

Meaningful groups of nodes can be formed by hand [32] or algorithmically [21] based on linking strength. This spatial approach is easily understood by users and is appealing since it may reveal surprising groupings. Nested or hierarchical clusters enable users to navigate large graphs, focus on regions of interest, and choose the level of detail by zooming. Schaffer et al. [34] report that the use of fisheye enhances the productivity of users in such systems compared to local zoom without an overview. An alternative approach to zooming is to show all levels of the hierarchy at the same time, each level on a 2D plane in 3D space [13]. While such an approach promises an increase in comprehension, problems of occlusion and finding the best view-angle, common in 3D visualizations, may pose challenges. These and other clustering approaches ([3], [5]) are related to semantic substrates, but, by contrast, we seek to form groups based on node attributes. Algorithmic layout approaches for nodes based on multi-dimensional scaling, self-organizing maps and Sammon maps have some value, but these methods do not have the clarity that user-defined regions have.

Meaningful layouts by node attributes is an underlying principle of temporal placement strategies, called historiographs [16]. These typically show older nodes on the top and recent nodes below, with layers in between holding nodes in the same year. When used for citation networks, references from recent articles on the bottom point upwards to older articles. Bottom-to-top or left-to-right temporal sequences are also possible [10]. Similar looking layered layouts have long been in use ([6], [36]), but these layers are based only on links. Kosak et al. [27] group nodes according to their type and show two ways of organizing the nodes within each group: rule-based and using genetic algorithms. Other researchers have identified mental maps as useful guides to layout and warn about surprising changes to node placement [30].

The notion of user-defined semantic substrates proved beneficial in a network visualization tool for author name resolution in bibliographic database [4]. Author name nodes were laid out in five distinct regions so users could quickly spot shared and non-shared co-authors for suspected duplicate names. Another inspiration for semantic substrates is the user defined spatial layout for photos with shared attributes [26].

Three recent systems have elements of semantic substrates. Jambalaya [35] integrates SHriMP views into the Protégé framework. A graph metaphor is used to show links between concepts, which may include sub-concepts (subclasses). Users can manually place the nodes or automatically order them by some structural property of nodes, such as number of children, however, not by node attributes. PivotGraph [37] places nodes on a two dimensional grid by their node attributes and nicely aggregates nodes by their attributes to present a useful overview. Pretorius, et al. [33] represents multi-dimensional transitional systems as networks and uses the projection of multi-valued node attributes to the 2D plane to position nodes. The projection is parametrized and user adjustable, which users could experiment with to arrive at a good projection that fits their needs.

3 NETWORK VISUALIZATION TASKS

To unravel the complex requirements for network visualization, we propose a collection of challenges:

C1) Basic networks with nodes and links. Nodes are unlabeled points and links are undirected.

C2) Node labels (e.g. article title, book author, or animal name)

C3) Link labels (e.g. strength of connection, type of link (active/inactive, car/train/boat/plane))

C4) Directed networks (links go from source to destination, such as from citing to cited article in citation networks or from predator to prey in food webs)

C5) Node attributes that allow meaningful grouping (spatial layout), coloring (continuous or discrete), or sizing (continuous or discrete) of nodes:

- categorical (e.g. journals/conferences/books/websites or mammals/reptiles/birds/fish/insects)
- ordinal (e.g. winter/spring/summer/fall or small/medium/large)
- numerical (integer or real) (e.g. age or weight)

C6) Link attributes that allow coloring (continuous or discrete) or thickness coding (thin or thick):

- categorical (e.g. car/train/boat/plane)
- ordinal (e.g. weak/normal/strong)
- numerical (integer or real), (e.g. probability, length, time to traverse, strength)

Solving these challenges gets more difficult as the number of nodes and links grow. In the past, network drawing programs have been evaluated by algorithm execution speed and aesthetic criteria such as symmetry, balance, number of link crossings, maximum link lengths, etc. More sophisticated programs have tried to minimize overlapping of nodes, links, and labels. The common assumption has been that all nodes, links, and labels must be drawn for an output on paper or a static screen display. Since modern interfaces increasingly include interaction, the opportunities for improvement have dramatically expanded and designers are now paying more attention to supporting specific user tasks with interactive controls [38].

The unlimited number of tasks users might need to carry out on a network seems to make the design process difficult, but a priority ranking can guide the designer’s way forward. A starting list for high priority tasks on basic networks includes:

- T1) count number of nodes and links
- T2) find the nodes that are distance 1, 2, 3 …away
- T3) for every node, find the nodes that are distance 1, 2, 3 …away
- T4) find the diameter of the network
- T5) for every node, find structural prestige
- T6) find strongly connected or compact clusters
- T7) for a given pair of nodes, find shortest path between them

When moving up to C2 and C3, where labels are allowed, additional tasks might be:

- T9) for every node/link, read the label
- T10) find all nodes/links with a given label/attribute

When moving up to C4, where directed links are allowed, additional tasks include variations on T1-10 that are based on directed links. For example, shortest paths would be along links from the start node to the end node.

When moving up to C5 and C6 where attributes are allowed, additional tasks include variations on T1-10 that are based on the categorical attribute values of nodes and links. For example, users might want to count the numbers of nodes of each categorical attribute value. In citation networks, users might want to know how many journals, conferences, books, or web sites are included in the network. In addition, there are new tasks, such as:

- T11) link between nodes with different attribute values (e.g. journal articles that cite conference articles or mammals that eat fish)
- T12) find the proportion of links from a node that go to each category for every node (e.g. for a given article, what fraction of the citations go to each category of articles or for a given animal what fraction of its diet comes from eating each category of animal)
T13) for a pair of nodes, find paths with the lowest cost
T14) find links with connection strength greater than 0.5

These basic tasks are just a start, since there are an unlimited number of tasks that could be defined.

4 INTERACTION

Designers are increasingly aware that drawing a static representation of a network is a useful goal, but interaction is necessary to fully support visual analytic exploration tasks and to cope with larger networks [33]. Instead of viewing all million nodes, users may get what they need by viewing only the nodes with high out-degree, betweenness centrality, etc. Users may also know facts such as node labels, which they can specify to view only nodes having the given node labels, or their neighbors. Users may select nodes for display based on attribute values or ranges, e.g. show only articles written during 2002-2004 or mammals larger than 50 pounds. Users may select links for display based on their attribute values or ranges, e.g. show only co-author links if there are more than 5 jointly written papers.

These queries are increasingly supported by software packages that provide dynamic query sliders so users can make rapid, incremental, and reversible queries. If users are confronted with too many nodes and links, they can filter out less relevant nodes to see a meaningful subset. If moving the slider eliminates all nodes, users could merely move the slider back to see only a few.

For citation networks, there is a modest history of the PathFinder algorithms, which show only major papers that have numerous citations [8], but these strategies would be further improved if user control were provided.

5 SEMANTIC SUBSTRATES FOR NODE LAYOUT

This paper proposes to use semantic substrates to lay out nodes in non-overlapping screen regions based on node attribute values. Existing node layout strategies are usually based on force-directed, geographic, circular, and temporal strategies. Our goal is to promote more explicit organization by allowing users to specify regions for node placement based on node attributes.

We visited the growing web resource at http://www.visualcomplexity.com, which has more than 300 examples of network layouts. Although this resource may not be the authoritative source on effective network visualization, our hope is that a sample from here might reflect common practice. We examined the first 100 in detail to determine the node layout strategy based on descriptions on the website and related papers. For those in which we were successful (about three quarters of them), more than a third used force-directed algorithms and just under a third used geographic placements. Circular layouts accounted for one sixth with more attributes could be used to form regions that nodes fall into, and then one or more of the remaining attributes are used to determine node placement within each region. In the next section, one attribute is used to determine regions and one or two of the remaining attributes are used to place nodes within each region.

Users can control link visibility through checkboxes that allow separate control for within each region and across each region. For basic networks with undirected links, the number of checkboxes needed for 2 regions is 3, for 3 regions is 6, for 4 regions is 10, for k regions is k*(k-1)/2 + k which equals k*(k+1)/2. For directed networks the number of checkboxes needed for 2 regions is 4, for 3 regions is 9, for 4 regions is 16, for k regions k*(k-1) + k checkboxes which equals k2. The checkbox approach has its limitations as the numbers of regions grow, but more advanced solutions based on visual models are possible.

Even within an NVSS 1.0 region, the number of links could create visibility problems. Therefore NVSS users can also control the number of nodes whose links are shown within a region. Many strategies are possible for node filtering based on attributes of the node, e.g. in-degree, out-degree, year, label, etc. NVSS 1.0 uses the JUNG strategy of quad curves for links, but better approaches are needed, especially for links that cross regions.

This paper and our implementation focus on supporting tasks related to categorical node attributes with undirected or directed links. We allow users to place nodes in a semantic substrate of non-overlapping regions. While color-coding of nodes may be helpful to view categorical node attributes, we believe spatial layouts in regions will be more effective. For example, a useful layout for scientific articles might be by four publication venues: journal, conference, book, and web. One advantage of semantic substrates is that proportionally-sized regions would immediately give users some idea of the relative cardinality of each category. For example, in a food-web layout with five regions by mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, and insect groups, users would be able to see that there are many more insects than mammals or reptiles.

A second advantage of semantic substrates is that users can quickly distinguish links that cross from one category (region) to another, for example, enabling users to see that reptiles eat insects and mammals, but insects do not eat reptiles or mammals. Node layout within a region is done by existing methods such as geographic, force-directed, or temporal algorithms, but new opportunities exist such as having nodes be closer to regions to which there are many links. Once node layout is done, user control of link display facilitates exploration. Users can elect to show only links within a region or only across selected regions. For example, it might be interesting to see only citations from journals to journals or only citations from journals to websites.

Of course semantic substrates are effective only if there is some categorical attribute or if a numerical attribute can be binned to form categories. A small number of categories, such as 2-5 is convenient for design. Another caution about semantic substrates is that they complicate node and link drawing by imposing an additional constraint on the layout. However, the added utility of user control of link visibility may prove more advantageous.
7 Legal Precedent Example

To demonstrate semantic substrates, we present an example of the NVSS 1.0 implementation with the data from our work with legal precedents. The database, collected by a team of researchers from the Department of Government and Politics at the University of Maryland (http://www.bsos.umd.edu/gvpt/CITE-IT/), contains 2780 federal judicial cases from the period 1978 to 2005 concerning the legal issue known as “regulatory takings.” The U.S. Constitution requires the government to provide “just compensation” when it physically appropriates private property for a public use (building a highway, for example). A “regulatory taking” requiring the payment of “just compensation” may also occur when the value of private property is destroyed by government action that falls short of actual appropriation, such as when a zoning ordinance has the indirect effect of depriving the owner of any viable use of the property.

In this example, node placement is tied to the temporal attribute (year for the case) in which the oldest cases (nodes) are on the left and the newest on the right, organized into discrete vertical slots, as in historiographs (where they are usually horizontal). Within a year, a vertical jittering function spreads the cases out to reduce link crossing and tunneling under nodes. The jittering function, which moves nodes up every 2nd and 4th slot and down every 1st and 3rd slot within a 4-slot period, was arrived at experimentally and was found to decrease link overlaps.

The cases, ranging from 1978 to 2005, were carefully selected by political science researchers eager to study patterns of precedents. Their numerous questions involve issues such as changing patterns of reference over time. For example, they seek to understand whether Supreme Court cases rely more heavily on lower courts (Circuits and Districts) now than in the past. Another task is to study evolving patterns of reference to a key Supreme Court 1978 case by later court cases at each level. The problem is complicated by distinctions among the 13 Circuit Courts, and 90+ District Courts, but for the purposes of this first example, we will show only Supreme and Circuit Court cases. For comprehensibility, we selected the 36 Supreme Court and 13 Circuit Court cases that were cited at least 45 times by other cases in this 2780 case corpus, thereby indicating their importance. Within these 49 cases there are 368 citations from 1978-2002. This is a modest sized network, but is already difficult to draw in a way that preserves visibility. Fig. 1 shows the hopelessly cluttered display as a result of using the JUNG’s layout that uses the FR algorithm. Larger node sizes indicate greater number of citations to previous cases in the text of the case, but other attributes can be used. This layout is additionally problematic because the interesting cases with many in and out links are tightly woven together in the center and temporal patterns are difficult to assess.

Using NVSS 1.0, we created regions for the Supreme and Circuit Court cases in temporal order with oldest on the left (Fig. 2). The controls for link visibility allow users to show the four flavors of citations: Supreme to Supreme (260 citations), Supreme to Circuit (1), Circuit to Circuit (18), and Circuit to Supreme (89). In this example, there is a highly asymmetric citing relationship, since Circuit Court cases are more likely to cite Supreme Court cases (89 times) than the other direction (only 1 time). To expose the number of citations across regions, NVSS includes numbers in the control panel, and includes a color key for the different kinds of citations.

In this example, the user controlled link visibility is best utilized to clearly display the single brown Supreme to Circuit citation and the 18 green Circuit to Circuit citations (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Using JUNG’s FR algorithm to place the 49 cases with all 368 citations makes it impossible to follow citations from source to destination or to see temporal patterns.

Fig. 2. Step 1 in simplification places nodes in regions without links. Supreme Court region has 36 cases from 1978-2002. Circuit Court region has 13 cases from 1980-1995.

Fig. 3. Step 2 in simplification shows the 13 Supreme Court cases with link visibility turned on.
Fig. 3. Step 2 of applying interactive control with check boxes simplifies the display and shows just one brown Supreme to Circuit and 18 green Circuit to Circuit citations.

To cope with the clutter of the 260 Supreme to Supreme links, NVSS provides users with double-box dynamic query sliders to filter the year range for cases whose citations are displayed. Users can tightly limit the year range and then sweep through the full range of years for a satisfying animated overview (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Step 3 shows that even the clutter of Supreme Court cases is controlled by limiting to the 2 in 1986 with just 15 citations. Five cases are cited twice and 5 cases are cited once.

Sometimes, there are still quite a few citations and link visibility remains to be a problem.

The range selection works well across regions. By selecting the 1990 to 1991 Circuit Court cases using the Circuit Court slider, users can see the two citations to Circuit Court cases and the 18 to Supreme Court cases (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Limiting the selected Circuit Court cases to the 2 in 1991-1993 generates a comprehensible display of the 18 red Supreme Court and the 2 green Circuit Court citations.

While citations in Fig. 5 are still comprehensible, sometimes the current link drawing strategy will need to be improved (Fig. 6). The close alignment of just the two Circuit Court cases makes the red citation links overlap, undermining visibility. Animated node movement or improved link routing are possible improvements.

Fig. 6. Limiting the selected Circuit Court cases to the two in 1990 generates overlapped links to Supreme Court cases, suggesting the need for improved link routing strategies.
Having more than two regions reveals more information (Fig. 7). In this court case example, a natural choice for the third region is to include the District Court cases. In Fig. 7, the data is a subset that consists of Circuit Court cases that are cited more than 15 times, District Court cases that are cited more than twice and all Supreme Court cases. The size of each region is proportional to the number of nodes it contains (52, 112, and 123 nodes for Supreme, Circuit, and District regions, respectively as displayed on the top left corner.).

By limiting the District Court cases to the year 2001 and enabling all the links from the District Court region shows that this set of recent cases tend to cite Circuit Court cases that are between 1989 and 1992, whereas they cite Supreme Court cases that fall into a wider range of duration in history. Sweeping the District Court cases from left to right reveals a general tendency to cite only recent Circuit Court cases (i.e. earlier Circuit Court cases are not cited). In contrast, both recent and old Supreme Court cases are cited. Sweeping the Circuit Court cases from left to right reveals a similar pattern supporting the hypothesis that “Supreme Court cases have a long-standing effect, while Circuit Court cases are influential for a shorter period of time in the regulatory takings cases domain.” Our political science partners were pleased to see that the visual display (that District Courts are likely to cite District Court cases) was the effect of the number of cases within a year and a circuit over the years, the Federal Circuit rarely did so. On the contrary, almost all incoming citations were within the Federal Circuit. Another outcome was the effect of the number of cases within a year and a circuit over the number of incoming citations. Visualizing and comparing the links over the years to such groups of cases suggests that the number of incoming links to the cases (their popularity) increase – perhaps unfairly – as the number of cases increases given a year and a circuit.

Interaction is smooth with more than 1,000 nodes and 7,500 links, which are displayed in Fig. 9. In this case, all Circuit Court and District Court cases that are cited at least once and all Supreme Court cases are included. When there is available screen space, users may want to utilize it to see nodes and links more clearly. Fig. 9 shows a still larger data set with 1,122 nodes and 7,645 links at a 1280x1024 resolution.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our organization of 6 network visualization challenges with associated tasks enables us to formulate an interface for NVSS 1.0. The interface allows users to specify regions, then to lay out nodes in those regions. This strategy will help users to cope with the complexity of large numbers of nodes and links. There are limitations in our implementation, but the utility of semantic substrates seems apparent, at least for some datasets and tasks. We believe that the partitioning of a large network into several smaller ones defined by non-overlapping regions facilitates completion of required tasks more rapidly and reliably. The enthusiastic comments of our political science partners support our conjecture. They were able to quickly identify patterns of interest, and are guiding the evolution of NVSS.
Fig. 8. The layout for Circuit Court cases is now organized by the 13 Circuits and the link pattern shows the strong likelihood that cases will reference precedents within the same Circuit.

Fig. 9. Displaying 1,122 nodes and 7,645 links at a 1280x1024 resolution. The relatively small number of Supreme Court cases is apparent, as is the similar number of Circuit and District Court cases. Distributions within years are also visible, enabling users to see the ebb and flow of activity.

As with many new ideas, there are numerous refinements that are needed. Designs for 3, 4, and 5 regions get more complex but we are finding strategies to deal with them.

In this example, our collaborators were certain about the important attributes, which we used as ingredients determining placement. In general, however, there may be many attributes and that users may have little awareness of which attributes are best to use to determine regions and placement for their task. Considering that users with such data exist, a user interface to help users explore combinations of attributes seems to be a promising future direction.

We have a plan for an iconic representation that would replace multiple check boxes, allowing easy selection of links within or between up to 5 regions.

The NVSS implementation is still developing and more features are needed in the user interface to simplify the specification of region size, location, color, labels, node layout strategy, etc. In addition, greater flexibility will certainly be needed for node, link, and label properties such as placement, size, color, font, and background. We plan to add dynamic properties to control node and link visibility, plus infotips, excentric labels, and window panes for textual lists.

Future work might also include elastic window strategies that enable users to enlarge one region while shrinking the others in a smooth animation [25]. For networks with millions of nodes, further work is needed on dynamic query sliders to limit node visibility.
while preserving comprehensibility. A major new challenge is to improve link routing between regions to ensure comprehensibility. Overlapping regions to represent nodes with multiple attributes are possible, and may be helpful for certain situations.

While all these challenges remain before us, we have a strong sense of attractive new possibilities for network visualization based on semantic substrates. User-defined regions create some new problems, but they are proving to be beneficial in some application domains.
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